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THE COOL DWARF INTERACTING ECLIPSING BINARY, HH95-79SAMEC, RONALDG.1;2; MCKENZIE, ROB1;2; HAWKINS, NATHANC.1;2; VANHAMME,WALTER4;FAULKNER, DANNY R.2;31 Astronomy program, Department of Physis Bob Jones University, Greenville, SC 29614 USA2 Visiting Astronomer, SARA Observatory, Kitt Peak, AZ3 U of South Carolina, Lanaster, SC4 Florida International University, Miami, FlHH95-79 ([HH95℄ FS Aur-79) [Henden and Honeyutt, 1995; GSC 1874-399; �(2000)=05h48m03:s82, Æ(2000)= 28Æ30048:0013℄ was observed as a part of our study of near-ontat,solar-type binaries with possible stream impats. Also, its rare ombination of an EB-type light urve and very short period indiated that the system was made up of dwarfomponents, possibly harboring a brown dwarf.

Figure 1. Finding hart, HH95-79, omparison star (C) and hek star (K).
The system was disovered by Robertson et al. (2004) who gave the following ephemeris:HJD Tmin I = 2452963:744(�0:004) + 0:2508(�0:0001)d� E: (1)After the initial presentation of the present work in May 2005 (MKenzie et al., 2005),Austin et al. (2007) took observations in Deember 2005 in UBV and obtained single line
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radial veloity urves of the primary and a spetrosopi identi�ation of the primary ofspetral type dM3e (T � 4100K). A syntheti light urve solution was given indiatinga mass ratio of 0.52. They found that emission features were present on�rming hro-mospheri ativity and possibly irumstellar material. However, they did no modelingof a third light as we do here. They indiated a near ontat on�guration. Sine theirabsolute masses were based on single line urves, we an not regard these as de�nitive.The Center for Bakyard Astrophysis observed 66 times of minimum light for the paper,some of whih are dupliate epohs. They give an improved ephemeris:HJD Tmin I = 2452963:74445 + 0:250816(�0:000001)d� E: (2)No hanges in the period over the rather brief period (� 2 years) are indiated, whihis expeted. This does not indiate, however, that the period is not hanging.Our U;B; V;R; I light urves were taken at the taken Southeastern Assoiation for Re-searh in Astronomy (SARA) observatory on Kitt Peak using a 0.9-m reetor with theAP7 CCD amera and standard UBV RI �lters. The CCD observations were taken on7, 8 Deember 2004 and 21 Marh 2005 in remote mode by RGS and NCH. More than 100In the B; V;R; I passbands, 97, 90, 94 and 95 images were taken, respetively as well asa 7 in the U pass band (see Figure 1.). The stars [GSC 2336-0621, �(2000)= 05h48m10:s29,Æ(2000)= 28Æ27034:0038℄ and [GSC 1874-0609, �(2000) = 05h47m47:s37, Æ(2000)= 28Æ29046:0060℄were used as the omparison (C) and hek (K) stars, respetively. A �nding hart ofHH95-79 (V), the omparison star (C), and hek star (K) is given in Figure 1. Thelight urves are given in Figure 2, as normalized ux versus phase. Our standardizedobservations are given in Table 1 (available through the IBVS website as 5849-t1.txt)as Variable-omp magnitudes.

Figure 2. B,V,R normalized ux light urves for HH95-79 with syntheti light urve solution overlaid.
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Six mean epohs of minimum light were determined from elipse timings in all passbands, using parabola �ts: HJD Tmin I = 2453348.7476 (�0.0011), 2453349.0008 (�0.0028)and HJD Tmin II = 2453347.8687 (�0.0015), 2453348.8715 (�0.0013), 2453441.6739(�0.0010), 2453450.7025 (�0.0030).From all available observations (we used only primary elipses and thus well determinedones from the CBA observations), we alulated the following de�nitive improved linearephemeris:HJD TMin I = 2453348:7473(�0:0001) + 0:25081621(�0:00000008)d� E (3)The times of minimum light are given in Table 2 (available through the IBVS website as5849-t2.txt). Further observations are needed to better haraterize the period behaviorof this system.From standard star measurements taken on 7, 8 Deember 2004 we were able to obtainstandard magnitudes at all quadratures, and of C and K. The results are given in Table 3(available through the IBVS website as 5849-t3.txt). The photometrially determinedspetral types for the variable ranged from K7 to K9 while the omparison was K7�1and hek, G9�5. The apparent magnitude range of the variable was V = 13:75� 14:47mags while the omparison was 10.05�0.01 and hek, 13.83 �0.02 mags in V .Our light urves were premodeled with Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet, 1992) and �tswere obtained in B and V using semi-detahed and ontat on�gurations. The handmodel parameters gave starting values for a simultaneous BV R syntheti light urvesolution using the 2004 version of the Wilson Code (Wilson and Devinney, 1971; Wilson,1990, 1994; Van Hamme and Wilson, 1998) whih inludes Kuruz atmospheres, and adetailed reetion treatment along with 2-D limb darkening oeÆients and iterative spotmodeling. We removed the I-urve sine it was disrepant. We suppose this was due toloal atmospheri e�ets, probably variable humidity.Our BV R simultaneous solution yielded a mass ratio of 0.53�0.01, equal to that ofAustin et al. (2007), within the errors. We list the parameters of that solution as Table 4,and display the light urve solution overlaying our data in Figure 2. The errors aom-panying the orreted parameters in Table 4 are from the full set alulation, rather thatsubsets. Our displayed solution uses two hot spots two �t asymmetries. Our solutionsshow a hot spot with a temperature fator near 1.25 on the seondary omponent. Itsloation is that of a stream impat spot arising from a oming into ontat binary. Webelieve the mass transfer is not vigorous at this time. The other spot is presumably mag-neti in nature, arising from white light faulae. These may dominate the surfaes of shortperiod, hromospherially ative binaries (Guinan, 1990). Austin et al. (2007) used oolstar spots, only, in their solution. Our Rohe lobe model is given as Figure 3 and 4. Allindiations are that the seondary omponent is not a brown dwarf, but an early M-typemain sequene star.
We wish to thank SARA for their alloation of observing time, and the AmerianAstronomial Soiety for a small researh grant whih supported our observing runs.
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Figure 3. Geometrial representation of HH95-79 at phase 0.24 with stream spot shown on om-ponent 2. Figure 4. Geometrial representation of HH95-79 at phase 0.81 with seond spot region shownon omponent 2.Table 4: Syntheti Curve Parameters for HH95-79Parameter Simultaneous solution�B ; �V ; �R (nm) 440, 550, 640xbol1;2; ybol1;2 0.540, 0.464, 0.276, 0.290x1R;2R; y1R;2R 0.724, 0.778, 0.219, 0.336x1V;2V; y1V;2V 0.778, 0.824, 0.289, 0.362x1B;2B; y1B;2B 0.822, 0.857, 0.213, 0.341g1; g2 0.32, 0.32A1; A2 0.5, 0.5inlination(Æ) 86�1T1; T2 (K) 4100, 3257�25
1;
2 2.927�0.018, 3.045�0.038q(m2=m1) 0.53�0.01JD Zero 53448.74716�0.00017Period 0.25081�0.00009L1=(L1 + L2)R 0.917�0.004L1=(L1 + L2)V 0.932�0.004L1=(L1 + L2)B 0.947�0.004r1; r2 (pole) 0.410�0.002, 0.285�0.006r1; r2 (point) 0.565�0.005, 0.342�0.017r1; r2 (side) 0.434�0.002, 0.296�0.007r1; r2 (bak) 0.463�0.002, 0.319�0.010Spot ParametersSTAR Colatitude (Æ) Longitude (Æ) Spot Radius (Æ) Temp. Fator2 88�9 276�7 14�2 1.47�0.042 91�15 35�6 15�6 1.25�0.07
Referenes:Austin, S.J., Robertson, J.W., Tyner, C., Campbell, T., Honeyutt, R.K., 2007, AJ,133, 1934Bradstreet, D. H., 1992, BAAS, 24, 1125Guinan, E. F., 1990, ESA SP, 310, 73, in: Proeedings of the International Symposiumon Evolution in AstrophysisHenden, A.A., Honeyutt, R.K., 1995, PASP, 107, 324Kraji, T., 2006, IBVS, 5690Robertson, J. W., Austin, S.J., Campbell T., Hoskins, J., 2004, IBVS, 5536MKenzie, R. T.; Same, R. G.; Hawkins, N. C.; Faulkner, D. R.; Van Hamme, 2005,BAAS, 37, 495Van Hamme, W. V., Wilson, R.E., 1998, BAAS, 30, 1402Wilson, R. E. & Devinney, E. J., 1971, ApJ, 166, 605Wilson, R. E., 1990, ApJ, 356, 613
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